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Topics

Invasive mycoses in the immunocompromised: early diagnosis and treatment strategies • Radionuclide imaging in infectious diseases • Radiological investigations in infectious disease • Cardiologist tricks in diagnosing heart infections • Wiser use of quinolones • Myths and facts: management of prostatic infections • Community-acquired multidrug-resistant bacteria • Corticosteroids in the treatment of infectious diseases • HIV medicine for the non-specialist • Non-infectious skin conditions which mimic infections: testing your diagnostic skill • Fatal attractiveness: the shady side of cosmetics and skin care products • STD in our dermatology clinic • Current trends in virological diagnosis • Non-group A streptococcal bacteraemia: how far should we investigate? • A to Z of medical mycology • Unusual fungal infections • Retroperitoneal space infections • Bacterial vaginosis, pelvic inflammatory diseases, and the vaginal microbiome • Influenza and pneumococcal vaccination

Information

The PDipID consists of 6 courses delivered 3 times a year for 2 years.

Participants may take any one of the courses individually or enroll into the PDipID study, which includes other courseworks.

PDipID is a quotable qualification. CME points are awarded for each course.

Fee (individual courses): $1000 per course.

Entry requirements for PDipID: Medically qualified with at least 1 year of postgraduate experience in medicine, surgery, obstetrics and gynaecology, paediatrics, orthopaedics, or clinical microbiology.

Enquiries

PDipID Course Secretariat
Department of Microbiology
The University of Hong Kong
Tel: 2255 4892
Fax: 2855 1241
E-mail: pdipid@hku.hk